
MID-TOWN STYLING STATION
SKU:795-51

Our Mid-Town Styling Station is  designed after some of NYC's
most prominent skyscrapers in that area of the city.

The angled ledge and wave mirror add a very eye-catching
element. With its  s leek lines and Art Deco inspired design, the Mid-
Town Station is  suitable for any salon or spa.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Measures : 51”W x 20”D x 93”H
Tapered cabinet
Custom wall-mounted framed mirror
Angled ledge
Two drawers
Fully equipped tool panel, power strip, elevated work surface

SHIPPING INFORMATION

Item generally ships via Freight(Truck) service

Weight: 250 lbs
Dimensions: 84"L x 32"W x 50"H

WARRANTY

3 Years :  

Ball-Bearing Drawer Slides
Cabinet hinges

1 Year: 

All remaining components , unless noted otherwise, are
guaranteed for a period of one year from the date of
purchase.
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Installation Notes:

1. All hardware needed for assembly is included.
2. Large items are preassembled at the factory to ensure proper

alignment. Items are then disassembled  into managable sections

3. Shipping cleats need to be removed before installation.
These cleats are installed to prevent damage.

for shipping purposes and ease of reassembly.

STEP 1. Mount mirror frame to wall by removing lower french

cleat from back of frame and mount cleat to wall with

(4) 3" wood screws into wall studs. Mount at a height

so that when mirror frame is in place the distance from floor

to the top of the mirror framr is 93". See diagram 7.

STEP 2. Set cabinet in place (see detail in top right corner).

Remove drawers (see diagram 8). Mount cabinet to mirror frame

by screwing (4) 1 1/2" wood screws with beauty washers through

interior back panel of cabinet into mirror frame.

STEP 3. Mount purse ledge to mirror frame with 

(3) 1 1/4" wood screws through ledge into mirror

frame. Mount ledge to cabinet with (2) 1 1/4"

wood screws through ledge into cabinet.

Power strip is provided with a 4' grounded

cord and (6) 15 amp outlets. Electrician is

to cut outlet hole for cord and provide

power supply.
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Backsplashes are sent loose.  Backsplashes may be attached 
by using provided mending plates or by using contractor's 

adhesive.  If using mending plates, attach mending plates to 
backsplash then to the cabinet using the screws provided.

See diagram below.
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Mirrors are provided with mirror clips
and wood screws.  Attach one mirror clip

at each corner approximately 2" in
from the vertical edge.

BackSplash/
Mending Plate 
Installation

3" wood screw with 
beauty washer

Use 3" Wood 
Screws to attach 
lower, loose part 
of french cleat to 
wall with the 
small side 
touching the 
wall as pictured.

Attach purse shelf to wall with 3" wood screw 
engaging at least two wall studs.  Then attach 
shelf to the side of the cabinet using  1 1/2" 
wood screws with beauty washers.

The lower cleat that attaches to the wall is usually 
loosely attached to the back or inside (unfinished) of 
the cabinet with one or two wood screws.  Remove 
cleat and mount to wall.  The cabinet then hangs, or

rests on the wall-mounted 
cleat as depicted.


